The Blue Inn Recognition of Excellence 2019
Distinguished Printable Certificate Link Press Note – All Free
Our recognition of excellence is a symbol of quality. It allows potential customers to feel confident in
choosing them for their next stay. The best way to promote our recognition is to show it on your website by
following these easy instructions.

Copy and paste this code into your website code to publish our Recognition to Excellence

Ready! Your customers will now know where to find the best service.

Free link Have you activated the badge on your website? If so, please email us at vanessa.paredeshotelscombined.co.uk to activate the link on the DetectaHotel website that will refer new customers
directly to your website.

This is a free service we offer to distinguished accommodations. It's just one more way to show them our
appreciation for the incredible service they offer our customers. In addition, there is no commission charge
for distinguished accommodation in 2019.

SILVER FOR PRESS NOTE The Blue Inn
DetectaHotel recognizes La Posada Azul among the best accommodations in Nicaragua
San Juan del Sur, 6 September 2019- DetectaHotel, the accommodation comparator with offices in
Barcelona, London, Dubai, Bangkok, Seoul and Sydney, has begun an extensive evaluation that includes the
different types of accommodation in Nicaragua. This evaluation has consisted of gathering data from
millions of customer reviews, and translating them into an Official Recognition of Excellence.
The Recognition of Excellence of DetectaHotel is not a ranking but a group of outstanding accommodation
chosen based on strict criteria. To be considered, owners must meet a number of criteria:
•
•

At the time of trial, the property is valued at 8.5/10 or more, with a minimum of 100 guest reviews
on the DetectaHotel website.
We were unable to detect any notable customer service issues, or any recurring or unresolved
issues.

In addition, DetectaHotel is also taking into consideration the way in which hotel employees responded to
the Recognition of Excellence team, demonstrating their commitment to providing quick assistance.

Posada Azul boasts a high satisfaction rating among its customers and travel industry experts, having
received 439 reviews and an impressive average rating of 9 out of 10.
The property manager said:
"Insert your comment here"

"We are very happy to be working with the best accommodations in Nicaragua and La Posada Azul is
certainly among them," said Alberto Castellucchio, Regional Manager at DetectaHotel for Latin America.
"What is different about Recognition of Excellence is the way information has been collected and analyzed:
it all depends on the customer and their experience with that particular accommodation."

"With DetectaHotel, 30 million people are finding the best deal available online every month. With this
recognition, we would like to make it even easier for travelers to identify the best accommodation in
customer service and therefore the best value for money."
For more details, visit www.detectahotel.com
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